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Swami:  Hi. Welcome, first of all. This program will be highest 
intensive, highest intensive. I won't get compromise. This is… 
before I told you guys, it's a karate and a kung fu. You know what 
I'm saying?  It's a soul Kung Fu with your mental, emotional, soul 
level, and character level, the blocks level, knowledge level, 
practice level, testing level, and seeing the results level, and giving 
the permission to the master all angle the level, surrendity level… 
moreover, surrendity to the Guru Parampara level. 
Of course Nityaananda and Monika T, they're explaining certain 
knowledge level. The remaining things your Swami needs to go in 
a Kung Fu level, very punching level. In the punching, in the sense 
of washing your blocks, and giving the knowledge, and making 
you practicing to bring the reality and divinity, and the learning 
the inner secrecy of the divine power mechanism – the miracles 
and mechanism. 
I won't speak more than ten minutes. First I'll give the digestion 
time to the Nityaananda and Monika T, then yes, I will enter. I 
need one promise: Everybody in the Dwarkamai giving a pledge, 
‘do or die,’ no gossips, no unnecessary criticisms, no unnecessary 
hunky- punky comments, ‘do or die’ to stay as a family. Then the 
Guru Parampara will pick up you and give you, and make you to 
train to your soul – not to your mind, not to your heart, to making 
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your heart be quiet, mind quiet, soul to be awake to be very 
strong, to be, very strong. If you pledged the Boss and Guru 
Paramparas, I'll give the strongest punch.  
Some angles, even the Guru Parampara, I little stepped back 
because of there's a lot of unbalance graph in the student's 
kingdom. Gently I went – casually, but in this program - no way. 
No Way! I might call you at 2 a.m., 3 a.m., 4 a.m. – anytime I can 
call. It's between you, and me guys, as a groups. 
I totally recommend fifteen people, or twenty people, as a groups 
like ten groups or nine groups, then it makes me helpful to work 
with you guys and to be lift up very strongly. Lift up, very 
strongly. If it's fifteen, twenty people, yes I can take you to some 
place and power spot, and you can be able to see and test the 
experiences, and tell you the secret mechanisms, the pin codes. It's 
called upadesh, secret upadesh, and to be digest the knowledge in 
you and to be able to practice that.  
This is the toppest program what I connected it. Please, please, 
please don't waste the time. Forget about your Swami is drowsy, 
he's fall off and sleeping, he's not eating. Forget about me. Take 
the nectar what I'm teaching, what you're seeing, and what is the 
results - that is important. I might give my flesh, my blood, 
whatever it is. You need to get the strong bond as a family, your 
group, otherwise I can't help it. Otherwise, I can't help it. It's very, 
very, very, very important. Take everybody today, midnight 12 
o'clock… Thursday starts. Dress, put the water on you, go to the 
Lord Shiva in Dwarkamai and make the pledge: "Do or die you 
want to know the truth." That's it. You want to know, truth.  
Don't underestimate your Swami. Senior most students, they 
know how Swami will work once he turns around, how much he's 
aggressive, aggressive in the sense of giving the experiences. The 
experience to you seeing it is not a big deal, to know the deepest 
mechanism of the experience - that's important, how to implement 
that mechanism. After you implement it, how the nature will 
reflect on you - that's important, after reflecting it on you, how to 
decharge - that is important. After you decharged it, how much 
again you'll be clarity in the normal nature.  
That's it, this is the five points - this is the Block A. lock B, Point 
One:  Implementation is happening, what is the secret codes he's 
teaching. Whenever we're implementing it, how much your mind 
at the time is a clarity? Even though you're a clarity, how much 
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you can get protect from the illusions, you can be very safe side. 
Even if affected it in the worst case, how much you get recover 
from that and keep go your journey. Why this type of illusions is 
coming to your process? That's it. These are all pin numbers I'll 
teach you. 
You have to make it strong characters as a Group Leaders – fifteen 
or twenty people, twenty people, twenty people – A, B, C, D, E 
groups, then it makes me easier. But in each group, senior most 
students need to be in that group. Got it? You have three minutes, 
any questions? Today is beginning, just little I started it, then 
you'll see how it will be. Any questions? You need to be relax. You 
need to be relax. We all need to be in a certain stage in the relax, 
with a sharp mind. Any questions? Good. Danke, no questions. 
 
Nityaananda: For our commitment tonight… 
 
Swami:  As a blood family…as a blood family. Whenever I made a 
commitment in the Kumbhamela, I cutted it and put a little small 
blood. How many times you cutted my flesh and blood? 
 
Nityaananda: Blood and flesh, oh, twenty or thirty times or more. 
 
Swami: Why I made it? You think I'm a psychiatric patient? No. 
Unnecessary thing I don't want to talk – just straight. Twenty or? 
 
Nityaananda: Twenty or thirty, or even more times if it's just using 
your blood Guruji.  
 
Swami: Flesh? 
 
Nityaananda:  Six to ten times.  
 
Swami: Cutted it, given the flesh. Yes, I given it, I given it. Of 
course your Swami… who saw my Kung Fu identification card, 
raise the hand.  
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Tatyana raised her hand.  
 
Swami:  You saw it? 
 
Tatyana: Yes.  
 
Swami: Ten people (snaps fingers) I can chase it, ten people, easy. 
This all characters (pointing to the front rows of men's section) within 
fifteen, twenty minutes, doesn't matter their strong matter. Your 
Swami's little skinny and… not skinny, getting pretty fatty now, 
getting fatty. Ten people with Martin, I'll show you in the garden, 
just three minutes – rough, rough, rough, over. I can make Martin 
hospitalized for five, six months. It's okay… So, what else? 
 
Nityaananda: Well Swami, I think I just heard you wrong, but I 
wanted to make sure you said everyone should be freshly 
showered with fresh clothes, not with wet clothes? 
 
Swami:  With wet clothes. 
 
Nityaananda: Oh, it is with wet clothes.  Okay. 
 
Swami: Must be with wet clothes. 
 
Nityaananda:  So we go in wet to make our commitment, yes? 
 
Swami:  Be everybody hands-on by one. Period! Period! Has to be. 
You need to be very strong. Strong bond. Yes, I'll train you. I will 
train.  I WILL TRAIN YOU! Let it, just moment, let it go. Let the 
moment go. Anya thinking, “When you trained it Swami?” Be 
strong. Be as a family, as a family members, it helps. No egoism. 
No politics. No blocks,  “He's a hero. She's a heroine. She's top - 
I'm down.” No way! Be very smooth. Go break the coconut to the 
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Lord Ganesh, and to the Hanuman, and make a bond with the 
Boss, Hanuman, and Lord Ganesh and go and have wet cloth, wet 
dress and make a bond.  
Yes, I will train you the most, most, most, most unbelievable secret 
informations I will share with you. It depends on my mood. 
Anytime I will come to you. I'll give you ten minutes advance 
notice. Just be fresh up, come up. Please, I won't allow any 
recording machines, one video camera only allow. No cell phones, 
nothing. Complete be clear and come. I have permission if 
anybody did a mistake I can slap? Hello?  
 
Students: Yes.  
 
Swami: I'll go crazy, yes, openly I'm telling… I don't need to lie, 
we're a family. Nowadays you’re family… starting to getting 
relaxing, some champagne, wine because the hemoglobin is 
getting very going down. Very going down… some little, so it's 
advisable. No problem. It's a problem? Hello?  
 
Students: No! 
 
Swami: Health is a wealth. I’m sorry… I’m heartfully thanking to 
Nityaananda and Tina, they helping me bringing up. Tina, she’s 
very forcedly. It’s ok. It’s ok…have a little bit. Sometimes she says, 
“No,” sometimes she says, “Yes.” Gosh. You said, “Yes, no, no, 
yes, yes, no, yes, no.” When is yes and when is no? She speaks 
kind of a ta ta ta ta ta ta ta dai. Ah…Jesus. Nityaananda, he comes 
antacid, “Take a pill, open your mouth,” throw it, “Drink some 
water, take relax.” Ok, no problem. They’re well-wishers, it’s not a 
problem, “Eat the strong food.” I can’t eat the strong food - gently 
I’ll go. All my pants had got a loose. I lost thirteen kilos, thirteen 
kilos means, how many pounds? 
 
Nityaananda:  Twenty-seven, twenty-eight pounds.  
 
Swami:  Twenty-seven pounds I lost it but I feel so healthy. I feel 
so healthy, no problem. Even one and a half, two hours back, I had 
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a glass of champagne, me and my wife. She have something, she 
passed in one of the examinations of the AIS, Indian 
Administration Surveys. She gave a party.  I said, “No, no, no, no, 
no, no, I have a class.” “Who cares your class, come on, please, 
please, please, please, please, please, please?” It’s ok. It’s an open 
truth, no need to lie. No need to lie. Why you need to lie. 
Everybody thinks, “Oh, Swami’s drinking too much, this and 
that.” Today also, I did a running champion with a Chamundi, 
and this and that, and it’s ok.    
But this is the crucial time to you. This also helps to them to write 
the books. With evidence, I allow only to the writers, they can 
have their computers and laptops, and they can record it. I don’t 
care, the globe will think on me, how come he is drinking.  I’m not 
that big eater. Anya knows very well. Am I a big eater? Speak 
loud.  
 
Anya:  Not at all, you’re not a big eater.  
 
Swami:  Light fruits - just keep go. Midnight I come, 1am, to the 
Boss. I sit there very quiet and gently enjoying in his presence, yes, 
my boss, my guru. He’s big, but I hate his smoking, he... He’s a big 
wrestling guy. Wrestling?  
 
Nityaananda:  Wrestling.  
 
Swami:  Wrestling. He’s a big wrestling guy. He…anyhow, they 
caught the chickens?  
 
Nityaananda:  Yes.  
 
Swami:  Chickens they caught it? 
 
Nityaananda:  Yes.  
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Swami:  They’re in the party, I’m drinking the coca cola, and two 
chickens is shouting backside of the room. I look at the Baba 
picture, “You did it, why can’t I did it? It’s not me eating it, let 
them eat it, it’s ok.” The point is, how many millions of chickens is 
dying per day? Even if you didn’t kill it, it will die. In the Guru Sai 
Satcharitra, Baba he said, “One sheep it’s going.” He said, “I want 
that meat in the Dwarkamai. Cut it and bring it, I want to cook the 
masala.” Everyone said, “No Baba, no Baba, no Baba.” Then the 
next day, automatically it died itself, then they came to him, you 
can see it is there in the Guru Charitra, “Baba, why it’s died 
automatically? It’s so healthy with a lot of the…” how do you call 
it? 
 
A few students:  Horns. 
 
Swami:  “It’s so strong and healthy, why it’s died Baba?”  I told 
you, you should not listen me. Now it is died. Ok…go and bury it. 
Go and bury it. It means every action, every action, behind there is 
a screenplay director - that is Baba. Today, we are all here guys, 
His presence, Baba’s presence is here. Baba? 
 
Students:  Presence is here.  
 
Swami:  One million percent, believe me! One million percent 
Baba’s presence is here. So, he knows it, it’s going to die, at least 
he enjoy it, and everybody enjoy it. His leelas, his divine 
fragrances, it’s unbelievable. This knowledge, today I am giving it. 
Yes, there is a Satan is waiting for me. Satan? 
 
Students:  Waiting for you. 
 
Swami:  Waiting for me. But, in his fort area, in Baba's presence, 
there’s no chance. No? 
 
Students:  Chance.  
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Swami:  No chance until I completed it. I need to be…what is the 
message… I need to be careful. I need to complete as soon as 
possible. I need to complete as soon as possible. Too much ugly 
also - it will get destroyed. Too much beauty also - it will get 
destroyed. High powerful process, it will get destroyed. Too much 
powerful process if you are doing it, definitely the nature will get 
to destroy. It wants to disturb. You need to be careful too. I’m not 
scaring you, nothing will happen. If anything, will happen to me, 
first shot to me, then next shot to you guys. Even to my brother, I 
told him, many, many, many, many, many, many times. I gave a 
brand new car to him, two months before, before he died, 
powerful car. Not listened. So, please, the knowledge and the 
processes, whatever is up-coming, you need to be careful. Who 
doesn’t have the power spot here guys? Anybody? Pretty good 
safe - no problem…pretty good safe…pretty good safe…  
This is the, it’s a kind of the energy Vaastu. It is the energy Vasstu. 
You can’t understand, you won’t understand. Today you think 
only I’m working with you, but I’m working with millions of 
people. Millions of?  
 
Students: People.  
 
Swami: It’s the biggest challenging issue. You will see the 
experiences, by grace of Baba. Before, I talked outside of the 
swimming pool, now I am in the swimming pool. Now I am? 
 
Students:  In the swimming pool.  
 
Swami: I need to take care of you, Guru Parampara need to take 
care of you. You need to take care of me too. You need to take care 
means, your love and your prayers. Very strongly you need to 
take care of me. Is it possible to jump from the forty feet height 
from the helicopter? Patrick? 
 
Patrick:  No, I think you would suffer. 
 
Swami:  In the bushes? In the forest? 
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Patrick:  No, no, not possible without some damage. 
 
Swami:  Hmm? 
 
Patrick:  You’re going to suffer some damage jumping like that, for 
sure.  
 
Swami:  Simply jump out. It’s the open truth. The bushes and 
trees is there, he personally witnessed, and the captain is a 
witness, and an Indian, Jagadesh is a witness. Is it true or not Ron? 
 
Nityaananda:  It’s absolutely true Guruji. It’s absolutely true. You 
opened the door of the helicopter, the captain was yelling at you 
not to do it, and you jumped.  
 
Swami:  Forget it. Yes, I want to do it. Yes, I did it. Determination. 
Pure determination. Today Baba invited you guys. He have an 
intention with you to do some work.  Today? 
 
Students:  Baba invited us.  
 
Swami:  You have some work to do in the globe, otherwise you 
would not be here - that you need to fulfill with a pure open heart 
to be dedicated to Guru Parampara, no gossips. Whoever is 
speaking gossips, listen this - leave it here. Listen leave it, your 
sadhana, your concentration, your aim like a gun, like exactly 
trigger, exact point – over. Then you are the successful.  
If you keep diverting your attention, I’m sorry I can’t help it. If 
anybody have the doubts, confusions about the processes, please, I 
will pay the, your flight tickets. You can go back to your country, 
be peaceful. Don’t waste my time. Don’t waste your time. You can 
think about it. You can think about it. More than that, I can’t say 
that. "Why Swami, Southwest swimming pool, Northeast cut 
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create the problems?" If you experience it you are not anymore. 
Your not?  
 
Students: Anymore.  
 
Swami:  Sorry. Don’t give a chance to the nature. Get the nature in 
your control as much as you can before the nature is affecting on 
you, then you are successful. Then you are successful. You are?  
 
Students: Successful. 
 
Swami: So sometime today, go in Dwarkamai inside, including 
the menses women, no problem, go and make a pledge, make a 
pledge, all angles. Be as a good family. Then, I’m sorry, I might 
call you at 2 am, 3am, 4am…make a groups, fifteen people, twenty 
people, thirty people, fifteen people. Be as strong bond and give 
me the list, then I will start my work. Clear? 
 
Students:  Clear. 
 
Swami:  Have a nice day, wonderful time. Good luck.   
 
Students:  Thank you Swami. 
 
Swami:  Sure. 
 

End of Talk 
 


